August 26-27, 2011
Join Us for Our Exciting

Life Energy-Worldview Weekend
Trish and I would love it if you would join us for a weekend of exploration, on August 26-27, into a
new way of knowing that can help us more deeply understand the nature of the universe and our
exciting place in it.
This new way of knowing opens the possibility for an enormous shift in worldview--in each of us
and in our society--through an understanding of Life Itself. This new approach challenges existing
ways of knowing--mechanistic and materialistic as well as metaphysical and mystical.
We invite you to participate in the co-creation of a profound and enlivening new offering of The
Mindshift Institute at our Center for New Knowledge in Northampton MA.

This event consists of two parts: (1) a Friday night gathering (7-9:30 pm) at which we will all meet
one another and the overall theme of Life Energy and Worldviews will be introduced; and (2) a
Saturday workshop (10 am-5 pm) with morning and afternoon sessions.
We will send an information packet about this weekend to those who register for it.

Our goal is to introduce a body of new knowledge and have the group be prepared to engage that
body of knowledge directly. This will be done through reading before the weekend and active
participation during the gathering. There will be required reading for all participants (selected
chapters from a few books..about 60 pages)). If you do not have the time to do the reading, then
this workshop is not for you.
We will be using a format in which comments during the Saturday workshop must relate directly to
the texts and subject at hand. This is not an event at which information will be presented and then
followed by the expression of various opinions. We really want the discussion to be about further
understanding the new knowledge we are presenting.
Are you available on the weekend of August 26-27, 2011? We know you will have a rewarding
experience and hope that you can join us.
The cost for the Friday night-Saturday program is $35.

To have enough time for us to mail you the reading the material, and for you to read it, you will
need to register by the first week of August.
And we have a special offer for those of you who participate in our exciting weekend:

If you register before August 1, you can deduct the price of this course from the admission fee for

our September 16-18 conference in Rangeley, ME:
Cosmos and Consciousness IX:
The Continuity of Consciousness.
Cosmic, Human, Animal and Plant

If you have any questions, or want to register for the August 26-27 event at our center, email us or
call us.
All the best,
Trish and Michael
The Mindshift Institute

The Mindshift Institute, 114 Main St. 2nd floor, Northampton, MA 01060

